
Comparative Studies in Education with a focus on Inclusion in a Baltic-Nordic Context (CSEI)

Were the dates of 

the course 

convinient for you?

Did you get all the 

necessary information 

before the start of the 

course?

Did you get all the 

necessary practical 

information during the 

course?

How do you find the work in your 

international group?                                    A) 

concerning language                               B) 

Cultural differences/Diversity            C) 

Professional differences

How did you get along with the others - and how did they get along with you?  A) Did 

you succeed in connecting with the others? Yes-then how/No then why? B) Did you 

others succeed in connectig with you? Yes-then how/No then why?

Describe 3 positive 

experiences that you had 

during the week 

Did you have some 

experiences that were 

not so positive? Please 

explain

What were some of the 

main benefits that you 

gained during this week?

Which of your own 

talents/professional skills 

contributed to the work that has 

been accomplished during the 

course week?

How did you find the 

presentations by the 

teachers? Were they 

helpful for choosing a 

topic for your lesson?

How was the 

food during 

lunches/ 

snacks/ 

dinners?

How was the 

accommodation?

Is there something else 

you would like to share 

that we didn't think to 

ask you about?

yes, the dates were 

quite fine 

No, Further 

information about the 

assignment would 

have been great

yes, the assignment 

could have been more 

clear with maybe 

examples

The work was fine, interesting group 

constelation due to lack of leaders in the 

group. A) No language problems B)pretty 

quick group, with a lot of qualities. Culture 

differences are big, but also exciting. C) 

quite good qualtiy with group

Fine, but some are pritty quick. A) Yes we were efficient in the group work B) Yes we 

talked about things and got along

New culture- new 

learning about inclusion - 

excellent program

None not so positive. 

There were difficulties 

but we found out

learning in many new 

forms knowledge and positive

very helpful, great 

presentations

fine, lack some 

snack between 

the meals 

would have 

been fine good

you could have picked 

rooms so the 

nationalities didn't that 

much together

Yes, It was good for 

me. I missed some 

lectures of home 

but after all I think 

I'll manage to catch 

up with others. So 

basically everything 

was fine for me yes yes

A) It is hard sometime to communicate 

because of not very wide vocabulary but 

after all we all can understand each other. 

B) No problems C) Some of us are studying 

different things and we have different 

knowledge in teaching and learning things. 

From one point it is hard but from other 

we all will learn something new

a) Yes, there ere many open minded people with whom was very interesting to talk b) 

I think yes. I wasn't sitting in the corner all the time so if we had to talk about 

something, if we found interesting we were talking and communicating 

*Improve my language *I 

have a possibility to meet 

new people from 

different countries and 

cultures. *Learned 

something new about 

teaching

No. At first I was afraid 

to speak in English in 

public but now I'm fine 

with that

Everything was one big 

benefit

I can't to except one, I think. 

Everyone used more than one skill. Yes, it was very helpful good good

No, I think everything 

was okay

Yes, Sometime- no 

chance to be late 

for studies. 

No, Whale watching, 

hiking oppurtunities 

(waredrobe+more 

money Yes

Positive, difference age of structure, 

thoughts...A?) If I didn't know the word, 

then I had an opportunity to think- nobody 

rushed me B) Interesting. North 

countries/Baltic countries. There were 

common things but also a lot of 

differences A)Yes B) Yes

*School excursion (good 

hedmaster) *Diversity of 

questions-more open 

minded . If you 

communicate, then you 

get new infromation * 

See other teachers- how 

they look and act in other 

places

To less vegetables in our 

meals and sweets too

*New information * New 

contacts * Oppurtunity to 

value our students and 

teachers opposive other 

countries

2 educations (have new contacs 

because of education wich was my 

1st not 2nd project given)

more practical things 

needed (less talking)

more 

vegetable, 

sweets+ coffee, 

tea) very good

Do I think there should 

be more common 

activities? Yes, for 

students, to get to know 

each other better

Yes, there was a 

huge party at the 

university in 

Denmark thoug

Yes, there was a little 

lack of the information 

but not the necassary 

ones Yes

little hard to get started but when we got 

along it went well. A) Not a problem at all. 

B) A little bit, Baltic countries and 

Scandinavian don't think the same but 

then we had different angles. C) A little bit. 

The Latvian girl had another part, but we 

turned it to our advance

Listen and asked to the ideas. A) Definitely, Playing cards, drinking beer. B) Hopefully, 

same as above

Iceland- most beautiful 

country I have seen. 

Whale watching No

connecting with other 

students that ain't Danish

Leadership, Social Skills, humor, 

"Drinking beer"

Yes and No. Yes, good at a 

groundbase but we 

accommodated 

Lunch- really 

good. Snack- 

loved the 

cookies. Dinner-

good as well

fine, perfect with 

the sauna and 

finnish people. 

Little small for 5 

person

The freetime to go 

explore Iceland, that 

was amazing

No, Week 40 would 

have been better 

because the home 

university was just 

starting and this 

week was really 

packed with a lot of 

things

No, where to eat 

breakfast, how to get 

to school/ where it was

(Don't know). There 

could have been more 

clear information about 

the schedule changes 

both it was truly nice 

that you fittet the whale 

whatching /Mývatn trip 

in

Really good, exciting with different 

perspectives. A) fine, struggling but 

manage. B) Really good having different 

cultural backgrounds. C) It can be hard 

agreeing since we are studying so different 

things and everybody wants to do 

something within their field. (blank) (blank) (blank) (blank)

My computing, language didactical 

skills, did help me a lot this week

They were really good, 

interesting topics that 

we're all debating in 

choosing our topic

really, really 

delicious! Thank 

you so much

The beds were 

horrible, but the 

hostel was nice, 

very cool with the 

bar/common area 

to bond

We would have liked to 

meet already Sunday 

evening. Just to see each 

other and maybe go for 

a walk. It was a bit wierd 

meeting in the showers 

for the first time. All in 

all- a really good 

programme, thanks!

Yes, it was a good 

time for me so I 

don't have any 

suggestions

Yes, there is always 

time for improvement 

but it was more yes 

than no Yes

Great! I've got a perfect group! Humor but 

yet god listeners. A) I think we all did well 

understanding each other and making us 

understood. B) We're all quite the same. C) 

I think we listened at everyones 

professional experiences instead of 

differences. Just alot of laughter ;) A) Yes! By laughter B) Yes! Card games

*Making new 

connections with other 

teachers * Whale 

whatching and hot 

wather bath Not a single one (blank) My drama skills

I think so yes. But I don't 

like as much text as some 

had

It tasted well. 

Thank you 

Actually great 

because we were 

all together (blank)

Yes, Yes Yes

very useful, because I could know how the 

people of other nationalities thinks in 

respect of inclusive education, wich are 

different and stimulating educational 

diverse cultures. A)Engilsh language fits for 

discussion because it is an international 

language  B) It was very interesting to 

recognize the diversity of nationality and 

individual feelings of the people of Nordic 

Countries. C) I know more about the new 

possibilities of adoption of group work at 

schools

I communicated with the others and the other communicated with me. I was very 

friendly. A) Yes, because it was very interesting to me. B) I think Yes

*The visit of my 

dreamland * The 

communication with the 

people of diverse 

nationalities. * The 

learning and knowing 

more things about the 

group work and inclusive 

education No, I think not

Travel, communication in 

the international level 

and the new knowledge 

about inclusive education (blank) (blank) (blank) (blank) (blank)

Yes

Yes, We did , but there 

was a lot of new 

people at the course so 

the information could 

been better Yes

Good for now. A) Sometimes hard B) 

Sometimes hard. C) ok

good for me and I hope they get along with me too. A) yes, to many but some people 

is more difficult to connecting with. B) Yes, I think so

*Interesting group. *The 

blue lagoon * playing 

cards

No everything was 

great!

I got to speak English a lot 

heard and learned about 

others countries and 

school system social skills They was great and helpful good good No



yes, the dates were 

quite fine Yes Yes

A)We have been communicating in English, 

and that has worked just fine ;) B) It's not 

huge differences, but some. It's fun and 

good with a little diversity. C) I feel we 

have the same goals and we have different 

opinion and suggestions to get there. 

That's good.

A) Yes, by being open and seeking contact. Asking questions and hang out both day 

time and evening. B) Yes, same above

The social activities were 

a lot of fun. Ice breaking. 

Going to Mývatn! Hiking (blank)

Practicing english, making 

new friends, share 

experience and 

knowledge

group /teamwork, brainstorming, 

talking

Interesting. Got new ideas. 

I liked the panel discussion 

really well. It was great 

showing how complex 

inclusion really is, and that 

there are a lot of opinions.

The food was 

good

Akureyri 

Backpackers was 

great! Clean and 

nice. Fun with the 

common area 

downstairs. Good 

breakfast (blank)

Yes Yes Yes

Effective. A) Worked well. B) We are from 

6 countries so we have a lot of cultural 

diversity. C) Some have more experiance in 

practis then others Good. A) We communicated well. B) Yes

Nice people. Engaged in 

the topic for this course. 

The activities planed in 

school and the excursions 

and the preschool visit no

working with other 

international students, 

the variaty gave me mre 

then I can express in 

words

My experiance from school and the 

practice I've had helped a lot Yes good

Good. The beds not 

that good and not 

having a toilet in 

the room is a minus no

Yes Yes Yes

We share same oppinions so it's easy to 

get along. Effective! A) Lelvel of english is 

good so not really any problems. B) See a 

lot of things the same way. C) Diverse 

group for different aspect and that's good 

thing

A) Took part in the social activities we've been doing throughout this week. Talking to 

the other students getting to know them. B) I love to meet other people so I'm open 

and ready to talk to everybody

Bonding wit the other 

students. Excursions 

(whale, lagoon, hiking). 

School visit on Friday No not really

Networking. New ways to 

look at inclusion

Being open to new things. Putting 

on the "Yes" hat

Definitly!! They made a 

good base to built our 

lesson on

good food 

every day both 

lunches and 

evening dinners

Good! Beds 

weren't that good 

though and a bit 

too small

Yes, I think that 

dates of courses are 

ok, because studies 

in university are just 

started and it is not 

a problem to do 

things in school and 

in project too Yes Yes

A) Students language was very good, I 

understand that I need more practice in 

this, because if you don't talk in other 

language, you forget it. B) Some cultural 

differences I manage to see, but it wasn't a 

problem, I need just to use with it. C) I 

know that in other countries there isn't 

that kind of profesion like social 

pedagogue, but it was interesting to learn 

something new 

A) Connection was ok, but as I said, need more practice in language skills. I think, that 

connection was good this was a really good experience and chance to meet some new 

peoples and teachers. 

*I learn something new 

(theoretical) * I saw, 

beautiful Iceland and 

Iceland school. * I learn 

something new about 

other cultures and 

peoples

I think there wasn't any 

negative experience at 

least I can't remember 

anything. 

As I said, new culture 

differences, experience, 

knowledge

I think, one of the things was 

patience, empathy and some other 

skills and talent, which helps me to 

be feel good in this project

Yes, presentations were 

good, I found them in 

facebook in our project 

group

It was really 

good, but a 

little to much 

for me

It was hard for me, 

but it's normal for 

me

No, I can't remember 

anything

Yes, No

No, Some tasks, some 

delivery what 

would/will happen Yes

A) I find it acceptable. We understand each 

other, can explain our thought and ideas, 

discuss the main "problem" B) It's rather 

interesting!! We have to tell about ourself, 

life style, families . C) Interesting, because 

we're exchange experiance to tell our 

point of view as you are some kind of 

teacher or pedagog

A) Yes, Sense of humor and wishing to know somethings about other. B) Yes, Because 

I'm open to everyone to discuss everything

Flexible. Whale 

whatching. To be ready 

everytime to participate I've no such experience

Exursion, social activities 

more games positive attitude

I'd like presentations 

where we've been 

involved. Because this 

what I'll remember.

It was ok, but it 

could be more 

fruits it was nice Thank you :)

Yes Yes Yes

a) I didn't feel a language barier, I think 

none of us felt it. It was quite good to 

communicate to each other. B) I felt some 

Baltic-Nordic diversity in some aspects (like 

country background, education etc) but 

that was a more like benefit, because we 

could get more experience. C) The same 

answer as B)

A) We were able to perceive each other pretty well B) I was opened for them and 

cooperation, so are they

*International dinner * 

hot spring * Conetion 

with other country 

students and teachers -

contacts!, knowlege 

about I.Ed. Other 

countries experience

Communication skills, working in 

group

The presentation were 

helpful, it really helped to 

find the direction where to 

go choosing a topic

Excellent! 

Everything was 

enough and 

delicious. Thank 

you! Excellent as well! ;)

Thank you for excursion 

too! It was really 

enjoyable to see 

something more from 

Iceland

Yes Yes Yes

ok. A) Sometimes hard B) sometimes hard. 

C) ok

I think everyone are really easy to get along with. I think they feel the same way about 

me. A)Yes, the social activities were very important B) Yes

*Social activities *Panel 

debate * Of course the 

trips no

 communicate in English 

and good methoods for 

inclusion

Communication skills, working in 

group yes, good ok ok no

Yes, I think it was 

good dates because 

in september we 

don't have exams in 

university Yes Yes

A) It was hard to say some idea if you can't 

to translate it in english. I need to improve 

my english language. B) I didn't feel 

cultural differences. C) One difference was 

that we all subject teachers A) Yes B) Yes

*group work in 

international group * 

New information * New 

contacts

No, I don't have 

experience that were 

not positive

excursions-we can see 

Iceland. It was wonderful I improved my communication skills

Teachers are very helpful 

because we don't have 

any problems to find 

presentations it was good it was good no

Yes Yes

Yes/No. Some things 

about breakfast and 

schedules was confusing 

but otherwise everything 

was clear. Though the 

instructions of the 

groupwork should have 

been more specific/clear

A) It's challenging to explain these matters 

in different language but it end up pretty 

well. B) Only makes approaching these 

subjets more different ways. So partically 

just a good thing. C) Some as above

A) Sure. The first icebreakers were good for that and the hostels environment with 

the bar etc. were also nice. Of course the trips with other students helped also. B) I 

hope they did :)

Getting to know new 

people and new ideas for 

this proffesion and 

awsome trips of course! No

The whole new way to 

study and getting into one 

subject with really nice 

people the frog origami :)

It was nice to see different 

lectures from different 

countries with different 

styles. They were helpful

It was really 

good and the 

system worked 

well

I really liked the 

place. More stones 

to Kivas in sauna!

Thank you for this 

opportunity

Yes Yes Yes

It's was nice. A) English B) No cultural 

differences C) people were very 

professionals, no differences between us

We spent very good time together. A) yes, because all people was very friendly and 

could help if I need it. B) Yes, I was very self experient to them

It's very good experience 

in my english language, 

second thing that I meet 

a lot of people from 

other countries No I'm better in English I don't know maybe it's origami It was funny 

Very good, but 

if have to pay of 

it thik it's 

problem, 

because it's 

very expensive It was very good It's a great time

Yes

Yes, but it would have 

been nice having a 

little more knowledge 

about the course 

before we left home Yes

It works quite well. I think it's very 

interesting to hear the different views we 

have on things. A) it's more difficult 

discussing in english than our own 

language but it works. B) very interesting 

with different opinion. C) We don't feel 

that very much . I think the personal 

differences is more obvious than thae 

differences in nationalities

a) Yes- definitely. I have been talking a lot to much as the students B) Yes. I'm trying to 

be very openminded and I hope they can talk.

*getting more knowledge 

about especially the baltic 

countries *Hiking, whale 

watching etc. * Spending 

time studying with a 

group of people with 

such a diversity. No

New knowledge, 

experiences and knew 

friends.

Not  having any prejudices and being 

able to work together with everyone

Great overview. Quite 

helpful

very good and 

really nice with 

coffee during 

the school days. perfect



Yes Yes Yes

works very well, but some of the students 

aren't very into working and giving 

opinions. A) .....because they're a bit shy of 

using their english even though it's good. 

B) works good. C) we're all becoming 

different kinds of teacher etc. which makes 

the group "richer"

very well. Nice to be part of this group. A) Yes, being myself and showing interest in 

others. B) Yes, they're open-minded as well

*Out-door experiences 

(whales, geysir)* getting 

known new people * 

discusion about other 

countries school systems 

etc.

A few of the lectures just 

"passed" me, I didn't 

understand

knowledge of other 

countries, seeing 

beautiful Iceland

teamwork, pushing the team to the 

goal

yes they helped. It was 

nice to have also some 

experiences outside the 

classroom

good! "school 

lunches" rocked very good

thank you very much for 

the great week! Looking 

forward to meet again in 

Kaunas

Ye

No, My country 

entered late so we 

could not really know 

what to expect or how 

much work we were 

soposed to put in the 

presentation in the 

beginning Yes

I'm very happy with my group! A) We can 

manage and help each other B) (blank) C) 

we are not all going to be class teachers so 

we can use the different professional 

background to se from all angles (blank) (blank) (blank) (blank)

Multitasking and learning 

experienses (blank) good (blank) (blank)

Yes

No, practical things for 

example we didn't 

know if the breakfast 

was included Yes

A) It is challenging to work on things in 

English. You can't always express yourself 

as you wish. B) Interesting. Something that 

everybody should do every now and then. 

C) helps me understand that it's really just 

one way to think how we think about 

teaching in Finland

a) yes, It is natural for me to be interested in other people. B) Yes, I hope I'm that kind 

of person who is easy to connect with.

* new information * 

group work * beautiness (blank)

Feeling capable to work in 

groups in English Enthusiasm about things

They were a bit messy and 

unstructured. Sometimes 

it was unclear to me what 

was the aim of the 

presentations Great very good I love Iceland!

yes, no date can be 

just perfect Yes Yes

A) It' was quite good. In the end we all 

understand each other. B) I didn't notice 

any differences (almost any) B) It was 

good. It was interesting to find out about 

other profesions

A) I think that yes. I've tried to talk as much as I can. Of course the start was not so 

good, but after it was ok. B) I think yes. If they don't understand then I'll try to explain 

in other way.

* Language barrier- now I 

don't have this. *I've 

learn and know 

something new about 

teaching methods. * 

Wonderful place to visit no

My english language 

become better. I've learn 

about others Maybe my good emotions? ;)

Presentations were 

interesting. Everything 

was new for me. Really tasty!

Pretty good ;) It 

was nice to live 

with others No ;)

Yes

No, little details were 

explained the first day. 

I was out of town the 

week before. The 

teachers didn't know 

everything beforhand Yes

good, interesting. A) difficult to explain 

yourself in another language, can be easy 

to misunderstand. Got easier when the 

week was coming to the end. B) 

Interesting C) Could be difficult but we will 

figure it out. Different Studies 

(age+profession)

Good, I think, I hope. A) Yes, by offering help, explaining, be forwarding, inviting, 

smiling. B) Hope so, know the latvian girls did helped them indeed 

*Meeting and learning 

other cultures/countries, 

different values. 

*Everyone spoke english, 

no one native language * 

everyone seemed 

respectful, dispite 

differences

sometimes, it felt like we 

were thrown in the pool. 

Our teachers spent little 

time with us, put 

responsability on us 

without asking us in 

beforehand. It will be 

better next, we learn 

frm mistakes :)

Better english, know 

more about inclusion, 

meet  different people 

from different countries, 

with differences (other 

values)

speak danish helped. Speak what I 

think. Have lived in Sweden and 

Denmark. Am the chairman of the 

international student committee 

(foreign students)

First confusing, then very 

interesting. But a little 

confusing when we had to 

pick a topic from one very nice

my 

room/apartment

not at this moment. 

Very interesting course. 

Glad that I'm here

Yes Yes

(do not know) The 

timetable changes were 

a bit confusing at first 

but it was good that the 

icelandic students helped 

so much. First mourning 

we didn't know that the 

breakfast was included

a) we are trying our best and we 

understand each other B) the nordic 

countries have very similar toughts and 

culture. People from Baltic countries are a 

bit more quiet. C) We are trying to let 

everybody use their strenghts

A) I think we connected well and had similar thoughts about what to do. B) I felt I was 

understood. Similar humor and stuff.

Getting to know all the 

new people. Whale 

whatching. Social 

activities. 

Maybe I didn't get 

enough sleep every 

night (my own fault I 

know :) and at first we 

paid for the breakfast. 

The first day because we 

didn't know (but we got 

our money back)

I learned more about 

inclusion and school in 

other countries

My language skills, social skills and 

yes

Some of it I already knew 

but there were also 

something new for me 

(anti-oppressive, 

mindfullness etc.) I think 

they helped us narrowing 

the topic and choosing the 

methods. 

The food was 

really good all 

week long

Backpackers was 

really nice and cozy 

place to stay. I have 

nothing bad to say 

about it. 

I had a very good week! 

I'm just waiting to see 

everybody again in 

Kaunas

Yes Yes Yes

a) Language is ok. We all struggle little bit 

but we manage. B) Very interesting in my 

opionion. I learn a lot. No challenge 

concerning this. C) We can all learn from 

each other. We hve different 

approaches/traditions regarding teaching 

and inclusion. This makes our group 

better, I think

A) Yes, I've gotten to know a lot of the others. I think we all are social and interested 

in each others personalities. B) Yes- a lot of them. I'm open to get to know others.

New 

friendships/relations. 

New approaches to 

inclusion in school 

knowledges about other 

cultures (especially 

icelandic) no Better english

What I knew about inclusion before 

(I knew just some)

They were good. Some 

theories were new to me, 

but others were known/I 

knew

Dinners were 

fine. Lunches 

good (4/5 days). 

Coffe/tea for 

free= :)

Quite good. Social 

Sauna was great. 

The teachers are very 

nice polite and positive


